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CLU B NEWS
Most of you have already heard that Bernie Martinez Horizon Club
member and a good friend to all passed away on July 7th. He will be
missed but not forgotten.
July 30th 2017 the Horizon Club will host a Swap Meet and Lunch at
Danny's starting at 8 AM. Burgers and Brats $5.00. Open flying.
ers are

Thanks to David B. for filling the cracks in the runway. The field is
looking great lets all pitch in to keep it that way.
Plans are in the works for our Annual Memorial Fly - In at the Horizon
Field . Oct. 1st, 2017 is the tentative date. This is a Fly-In and anything
that flies including Rockets and Drones will be welcome. A great way
to remembers our friends who have made that Final Flight
We'll have Open House before the end of the year to offer a hands on
introduction to the hobby with the emphasis on the FUN aspect of the
Hobby .
Were once again trying to get some shirts done for the club. Mike has a
line on someone that may actually want the business. It's ridiculous
how hard it's been to get this accomplished.
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If you thinking of making a new addition to your fleet. Talk to Mike
or Charlie at Hal's odds are they can meet the internet price and offer
in store warranty and service if you encounter a issue. Supporting the
LHS ensures they will be around for many years to come. remember
that Hal's has always supported our club in the past and continues to
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lets return the favor.

From The Field
Danny's Field was hit with some high winds last month.

Repairs are underway.
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From the Field
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Some interesting visitors passing though the
Horizon Field.
Were always looking for pictures or content for
the newsletter. If you have any to share get
with Mike.
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Couple of new EDF's
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